Introduction
This paper is an information about some results on sets of umbilical points on analytic surfaces diffeomorphic with the 2-dimensional sphere S 2 in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space E 3 . Let denotes an analytic difFeomorphism, where S 2 (r) C E 3 denotes the metric sphere of radius r, and 5 2 (1) = 5 2 . In the following we identify p € S 2 with x(p) e x(S 2 ), and if x(<j>(ti,¿2))» h = const respectively ii = const, are lines of curvature 011 x(S 2 ), then the underlying curves <f>(ti,t2), ¿2 = const respectively ti = const, are called lines of curvature on S 2 . Since (1.1) is an imbedding and we do not consider properties of lines of curvature in E 3 , such an identification is possible.
We distinguish on S 2 regular and chief umbilical points. Geometrically, regular and chief umbilical points can be described as follows. A regular umbilical point has the property that there exists a neighbourhood Y C S 2 of this point such that the lines of curvature in Y behaves as in a non umbilical point. A chief umbilical point is such at which the parametrization of a neighbourhood Y C S 2 of such a point by means of lines of curvature admits a singularity at this point. The set of chief umbilical points of (1.1) is denoted by E\ c C S 2 . We assume that (1.1) besides x(S 2 ) / 5 2 (r) satisfies a further condition which roughly speaking asserts that H c does not contain arcs. Such imbeddings (1.1) are called punctured. For punctured imbeddings (1.1) the set E c C S 2 is compact and totally disconnected, and therefore 5 C form a "puncture" on the orthogonal net of lines of curvature on S 2 . Punctured imbeddings (1.1) are the only one considered in this paper.
In the following by A we denote the closure an by Int(yl) the interior of a set A.
Let <f> : P -• S 2 denotes an analytic diffeomorphism of an open set P C E 2 , where E 2 denotes the Euclidean plane, such that there exists a prolongation (j) : P -> S 2 of <f> to a continuous mapping <j> defined on the closure P of P. The mapping <j> is called analytic at a point (f 10,^20) £ £ P \ P, if there exists a neighbourhood A C E 2 of (¿10,^20) and an analytic diffeomorphism <f>i : A -• S 2 such that <fi(t\,¿2) = <Pi(hih) for every (h,t 2 ) e PDA. Unit vectors of E 2 added to E 2 are called points "at infinity" of E 2 , and E 2 completed by these vectors is homeomorphic with the unit closed disk 2 D C E 2 . A point "at infinity" of P C E 2 is such a unit vector of E 2 that there exists an unbounded sequence (i™,^) € P, 1 < n < 00, which defines an oriented asymptotic straightline with the direction defined by this vector.
The aim of this paper is the following
PARAMETRIZATION THEOREM. For every punctured imbedding (1.1) there exists an open, connected and simply connected set P C E 2 and a continuous mapping (1.2)
~$:P->S 2 (ti,t2) , ¿2 = const respectively ti = const, (ii,¿2) £ Pj are lines of curvature of (1.1) on S 2 .
,t(P) = S 2 , with the following properties; a) the restriction <f>/p = <j> is an analytic diffeomorphism, and (j) is analytic for every (¿1, ¿2) € P \ P such that ^(hyh) € 5 2 \ H c ; if ¿2) € H c , then <j> is continuous but not analytic at (ti, ¿2) € P \ P, b) E c C 4>(P) \ <f>(P) and -c is compact and totally disconnected and every point "at infinity" of P belongs to (}) (5 C ) C P\P, c) P = Int(P), d) <f>
By specializing punctured imbeddings (1.1) to periodic imbeddings (1.1) we get a further result which asserts that the set of chief umbilical points of a periodic imbedding (1.1) contains at least 2 and at most 7 elements.
Preliminaries
By {(a, U), (6, V)} we denote an analytic atlas on S 2 with chartes (a, U), (6, V") such that UU V = S 2 and the orthogonality condition of (2.1) has the form
In this case that (2.3) are satisfied (2.1) are called orthogonal transformations. The second quadratic form of (1.1) in (a, U) has the form
where n denotes the unit normal vector to x(S 2 ) at x(p), p = a _1 (ui,ti2)-The equation of lines of curvature in orthogonal coordinates in (a, U) has the form
We define
Analogously, denoting by Mij, i,j = 1,2, the components of the second quadratic form of (1.1) in (b,V) we define av, ßv, H+, Hz, Gv and (2.5) in (6,V).
The set of umbilical points in (a, U) respectively (6, V) is defined by H° \ Gu C Du respectively H°\GV C Dv. The points a -1 («i0, u2o) = Po, & -1 («io,«2o) = 9o where (tt10,tt2o) € H° \ Gu, (t>io,V2o) G \ Gv, p0,q0 G 5 2 , are called umbilical points of (1.1). If a -1 («io,M2o) € V, then (vio,V2o) defined by the second formula of (2.1) is an umbilical point in (6, V), and we identify a(p0) = (u10,u2Q) and b(p0) = (v10,v20) with p0 € S 2 . The set of umbilical points of (LI) is denoted by E C S 2 .
3. The system of partial differential equations of lines of curvature PROPOSITION 3.1. The set S c S 2 is closed and nowhere dense.
Proof. The proof we get by the contrary argument using analycity of (1.1). From Proposition 3.1 it follows that S 2 \ E ± 0.
The equation (2.5) can be written in general orthogonal coordinates with the following property. A solution of (3.3) can be find as follows. We set
The linear system (3.4) is equivalent with (3.3) for every choice of g ^ 0.
The system (3.4) is completely integrable, if
Since / is a known function, it follows that (3.5) is a quasilinear, partial differential equation with the seeked function g. Hence, (3.5) can be solved by means of the method of characteristics. By such a choice of g the system (3. Proof. In the first case of (3.14), if (ux,u2) G H~ r\GuDG tends to («10, «20) 6 (H~ \ Gu) n G, then choosing the upper signs in (3.11), (3.12) before the square roots we get (3.13). The proof of (3.15) is indirect. For (ui,u2) £ H~ f\Gur\G respectively («1,112) € 11+ n Gu (~\ G tending to («11, «2i) € Hi n Gu n G it follows from (3.11), (3.12)
From (3.16), (3.17) it follows that the right sides in (3.11), (3.12) are discontinuous at («H, «21)-This proves the first formula in (3.15), the proof of the second is analogous.
Remark 3.1. Although the system (3.11), (3.12) completed by (3.13) is defined for every («1,^2) (z H U U G u , from Proposition 3.3 we get that the signs before the square roots in (3.11), (3.12) can be uniquely foxed according to the signs convention only on any open, connected set G C C H u U G u . Therefore the integrating factors /1, ¡2 in fact are defined only on G. However, in the following we prove (for punctured imbeddings (1.1)) that H u U G u itself is connected, and therefore the properties of fi, f 2 in (3.11), (3.12) anticipate that what follows.
As a further consequence of Proposition 3.3 we get that, if («10, «20) £ G, where G denotes the closure of (uio,«2o) the signs before the square roots in (3.11), (3.12) in general cannot be chosen in such a way that the right sides of (3.11), (3.12) remain bounded, if (ui,u2) € G tends to («10,«20,' they can get unbounded.
Therefore in the following besides the system (3.11), (3.12) completed by (3.13) we consider the equivalent 011 Gu C Du system The systems of partial differential equations (3.11), (3.12) completed by (3.13) and (3.18), (3.19) are consequences of (2.5), but they are not equivalent with (2.5). This is so because a direction dui : du 2 = 0:0 can be definite as a limit of definite directions, while (du\, du 2 ) = (0,0) always defines an indefinite direction. 
(0),U2(ri(i),r2(<))), (n(t),T 2 (t))
6 W, 0 < t < The mapping (4.2) is in general not a diffeomorphism, since at points (TI, T 2 ) G Ho such that ^(ri, R 2 ) G II u \ G u the determinant of the Jacobi matrix of (4.2) is zero.
As a consequence of Lemma 4.1 we get the following If ij) denotes a prolongation of (4.3) to a continuous mapping defined on the closure r of r, then xj; is called analytic at (Tio,T2o) G r\ T, if there exists a rectangle (4.1) and a homeomorphism (4.2) such that V^ioj^o) = ^o(ri,r 2 ) for every (n,T 2 ) G 7 n 7Z 0 . By the mean value theorem of differential calculus we get (3.11), (3.12) and (3.18), (3.19) according to the signs convention on the whole of Hu U Gu. Hence, for  a punctured imbedding (1.1) also the integrating factors /i,/2 in (3.11),  (3.12) and ex,e2 in (3.18), (3.19) are defined on the whole of Hu U Gv.
Types of umbilical points
In the following we suppose that the signs before the square roots in (3.11), (3.12) and (3.18), (3.19) are chosen according to the signs convention on the whole of Hu U Gu. Analogous to Lemma 4.1 we get as a direct consequence of the theorem of Frobenius the following 
For every (¿1,^2) £ M \ M such that ^(ii,^) £ D U \E U the function Tp is analytic at (h,h)-Ifv(h,h) £ -u , then Tp is continuous but not analytic at (h,h) e M\M.
Proof. 
. a <f>(ti,t 2 ) = ^(^1,^2) € D u \ E u is analytic at (¿1,^2) € Af \ Af. If <f>{hih) G Hc, then (j> is continuous but not analytic at (ii,<2) G Ai \ M.

The parametrizatîon theorems
We have the following 2 ) are solutions of the system (3.11), (3.12) completed by (3.13).
~$(P) = S\ with the following properties: a) the restriction <f>/P = <f> is an analytic diffeomorphism, and <f> is analytic for every (ti,t 2 ) € P \ P such that <f>(ti,t 2 ) G S 2 \ E C . If <f>(t\,£2) € -c, then <f> is continuous but not analytic at (h,t 2 ) eP\P,b) E c C 4>(P) \ <j>(P), and every point "at infinity" of P belongs to <f> (E c ) C P \ P, c) the set Int(P) is simply connected, d) the functions a<f> -(<pi,<p
Proof (scheme). There exists a prolongation (5.9) of <j>o = a _1 <p 0, where <¿>0 is defined by (5.4), to a continuous mapping <f> 0 . If <f>o(Po) = S 2 , then we set P = PQ, <F> = fa, and the proof is finished. Let 
. _
The proof is indirect. Let us suppose Wmax / S 2 . Since VFmax is connected and simply connected, it follows that the boundary Wmax \ lfmH is a connected set which contains more than one point. Since Sc is by Proposition 5.2 compact and totally disconnected, it follows that there exists a point (6.6) Pl € (TFmax \ wmax) n (S 2 \ Sc) such that pi is a limit point of S 2 \ Wmax-Therefore for every neighbourhood A C S 2 \ E!c of pi we have From (6.10) it follows that the assumption Wmax / leads to a contradiction. This proves Wmax = S 2 . There exists a prolongation (5.9) of <f>mAX to a continuous mapping <¿>max : Pm_ax S 2 , ^max(Pmax) = S 2 , and ^max is analytic at every point (¿1,^2) £ Pmax \ Pmax such that </>max Analycity at (í'u, i21) € Pmax \ Pmax implies that (^1,^1) cannot be a point "at infinity" of Pmax, because there exists a translation r : E 2 E 2 which transforms the center (t'{x, Z2l) of P" to (<'n,i21) £ Pm»x \ Pmax-Hence, both coordinates (t'n,t'21) are finite. If <¡>(ti,t2) \ -c> then <j> is continuous but not analytic at (ti,t2) £ Pmax \ Pmax-This ends the proof. In the following we denote </>max = Pmax = P) Wmax = where Proof. The proof of Theorem 6.2 is carried out in two steps. At first we prove that if (¿10, ¿20) € Int(P) is a parametric umbilical point, then using the fact that P and Int(i') are connected and simply connected, it follows that (fio, ¿20 is a regular parametric umbilical point. We prove indirect, passing by (3.20) from the parameters (¿1, ¿2) to (ti, T2), that on the straightlines ¿1 = tio and ¿2 = ¿20)) ^20) is an isolated parametric umbilical point. In the second step we prove that the functions Tp 2 i where a(j> = {lp x , Tp 2 ) are analytic at (¿10, <20 with respect to each of the variables t\ and ¿2 separately. This together with the fact that are analytic as functions of 2 variables at points (¿1, <20), (¿10^2) such that 0 < |fj -¿,o| < r;, where T{ > 0, i = 1,2, are sufficiently small, implies that Tp^Tp^ are analytic at (¿10, ¿20)• This ends the proof.
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.2, Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 we get the Parametrization Theorem.
7. The structure of the boundary P\P Let (P,<p,W) denotes a parametrization. If 4>(P) = S 2 \ {so}, where ¿0 denotes the distinguished chief umbilical point from Proposition 5.1, then the punctured imbedding (1.1) has a single chief umbilical point so-If <f>(P)\<f>(P) ^ {so}, then 4>(P)\4>{P) contains a power continuum of points. Since H c C S 2 is by Proposition 5.2 compact and totally disconnected, it follows that the set
is dense and open in <f>(P) \ <f>{P) in the induced from S 2 topology of 4>(P) \ 4>{P)i and therefore the set (7.1) is non empty.
PROPOSITION 7.1. For every parametrization (P,<f>,W), if 4>(P)\<f>(P) ^
^ {so} then the set (7.1) ¿5 non empty and for every point pi G 5 2 of the set (7.1) the counter image <j> (pi) contains exactly 2 points of P\ P.
Proof. We have a(pi) = (un,«2i) € D U \E U . Therefore from Lemma5.1 it follows that there exists an open set W\ C 5
2 \ E c such that pi £ W\ and an open rectangle P[ with center (ti,t' 2 ) € P{ (~l (P \ P) (see the proof of Theorem 6.1) and a diffeomorphism
such that the functions (vin V21) are solutions of the system (3.11), (3.12) completed by (3.13) and <^(¿11^21) = (wii,U2i)-We have 
. For every (t[,t 2 ) G P/ we have (t[,t' 2 ) € P or (ij,^) € £ E
2 \ P. In the second case there exists such a point (tt 2 ) € P that (7.5) holds. By fixed t 2 and therefore fixed in (7-5) an increasing parameter ¿i on the left side of the equality (7.5) determines an increasing or decreasing parameter t" on the right side of (7.5). Then, since a parametrization is orientation preserving, by fixed t[, i" an increasing parameter t 2 on the left side of (7.5) determines an increasing or decreasing parameter t 2 on the right side of (7.5) respectively.
In the following we suppose that the set (7.1) is non empty, i.e. that the set E c has at least 2 elements.
By : E 2 -> E 2 we denote a translation of E 2 which transforms (t' n ,t 21 ) € P \ P to (¿11,<21) € P \ P, where these points are different and satisfy (7.6). We denote = Ci _1 -By 61 respectively g" we denote a symmetry of E 2 with respect to (t' n ,t 21 ) respectively (t"i,t 2 i). We define fj = q'ICii £1 = i?'iCi'-By standard calculations on coordinates we get = = = and can be defined as asymmetry of E 2 with respect to the center of the segment with endpoints (t' n ,t' 21 ), (i'/i,<"i)-I 11 the following we use this definition of . By P" C 2 we denote a rectangle which is obtained from P[ C E 2 by means of the translation , if in (7.5) an increasing parameter t\ on the left side of (7.5) determines an increasing parameter t'{ on the right side of (7.5) and by means of a symmetry , if in (7.5) an increasing parameter t[ on the left side determines a decreasing parameter t" on the right side of (7.5) Proof. By Z C P \ P we denote the greatest set with the property <t>{Z) n S c = 0. The set is open in P \ P in the induced from E 2 topology of P \ P, and it is the counter image of the set (7.1) by means of (j> 1 .
(7.5)
We have (P \ P ) n P[ C Z, (P \ P ) n P" C Z. In particular we have 
Periodic imbeddings and chief umbilical points
Let C [ , C " C Z, 1 < i < 00 denote all components of Z . For every i, 1 < i < 00, there exists a translation (• or a symmetry such that C'l = Ci(C, ') or C " = (¡(CD-We suppose that P C E 2 is a bounded set and for every integer i, 1 < i < 00, (8.1) c'i(P) n P = d ' ( P ) n P = 0 resp. £(P) n P = £'(P) n P = 0.
Since the area of P is positive, it follows from (8.1) that there exists an integer n such that 1 < i < n. In the following we mark the translations with the index i and the symmetries with the index j . Hence, the inequalities 1 < < n means that i and j together take the values from 1 to n. We have C " c C i ( P ) n P , C [ cC"(P) nP ^ resp. c'j u C'l c £(P) n P = e j ( P ) n P. where 1 < i < n respectively 1 < j < n in (8.3) means that i respectively j runs over such integers between 1 and n that respectively are defined, has the property <f>(P) = S 2 . 
The difference D -( P \ P ) \ Z
Proof. The proof of Proposition 8.1 is indirect.
In the following a periodic parametrization (P, <j>, W) with n components C[, C'j C Z,\ < i,j < n, we denote by (Pn, <t>n,Wn). In such a case we denote also D = Dn, Z = Zn.
There exists an extension $ : E 2 S 2 of 4>n defined by !P(*i,t2) = = ±n{h,h),(tuh) e Pn, (h,t2) = 7(i"i,ia),(ii,i2) € E 2 . We have 9/Pn = = 4>n/Pn and !pypn = <ftn. By Nn C E 2 we denote the set equivalent with the points of the set Dn = (Pn \ Pn) \ Zn of chief umbilical points. By the Parametrization Theorem the mapping !? is analytic at every point of E 2 \ Nn and in the points of Nn W is continuous but not analytic. The finite set Dn defines an (open) polygon rn and the set Nn defines a covering of E 2 invariant with respect to every composition 7 of mappings £,'> 1 < < n, whose fundamental domain tn is defined by rn. We have rn C rn C rn and tn is a polygon with neglected sides of rn which correspond to the components C^C'j, 1 < i,j < n. We have ^(fn) = S 2 . Indeed, for every , ¿2) € -E 2 there exists an equivalent unique point (¿1,^2) € rn and !?(JS 2 ) = S 2 . We denote !f" = 9/rn. The parametrizations (Pn, 4>n, Wn) and (rn,!?n, V"), Vn = &n(rn), Vn = S 2 , have the same set Dn of chief parametric umbilical points and define the same lines of curvature on S 2 . Since Nn C E 2 defines a covering of E 2 with fundamental domain fn, it follows that the boundary of rn is a simple closed curve (without selfintersections). We now describe more detailed rn. Two points of Dn which belong to Ci or Cj are joined by a segment s[ or s" respectively. If Cj, C" are such that CiiC'i) = C", then s[ and s" are parallel, non colinear and have the same length. If £j(Cj) = C" and C'j n C" ± 0, then s'^s" are colinear, have the same length and an endpoint in common (see Proposition 7.3). In this case we denote s'jUs" = aj. The polygon bounded by s'^s" such that Ci( s i) = s 'ii by s'j, s" such that = s" and s'-n s" = 0 and by <TJ, if s'j n s" ^ 0, we denote by V n C E 2 .
DEFINITION 8.2. A punctured imbedding (1.1) is called periodic, if there exists a periodic parametrization (P n , <fi n , W n ), n > 1, of (1.1).
This definition is correct in the following sense. If (P',<j>',W') is an arbitrary parametrization of a punctured imbedding (1.1) with the periodic parametrization (P n ,<p n ,W n ), then (P 1 , <j>', W') is a periodic parametrization (PhifiniWn) and there exists a translation r : E 2 -»• E 2 such that r(V n ) = V' n , where V' n is the polygon defined by (P^,4>' n , W' n ) in the same way as V" was defined for the parametrization (P n , <fi n , W n ).
Therefore up to a translation r : E 2 E 2 r n can be considered as a period of (1.1).
THEOREM 8.1. For every periodic imbedding (1.1) we have 1 < n < 6 and the number K of chief umbilical points of (1.1) satisfies the inequality 2<k<7.
Proof. We estimate the number of sides of V" C E 2 as follows. We denote this number by m: we have m < 2n. Let v^, 1 < k < m, denotes a vertex of V n . There exist 2 sides with this common vertex in V". By a^ we denote the interior angle of V n at v^. We have
where Qj and aj are interior angles of V" by the vertices V{ and Vj such that Vi and vj are transformed by (' s or or 1 < s < n, to From (8.4) we get mm m (8.5)
We have m ¿=1 Hence, from (8.5) it follows (8.6) 2II(m -2) < 277m -77(m -2).
From (8.6) it follows m < 6. Thus, the maximal number of sides of V n is 6. The vertices of the hexagon H = V" are chief parametric umbilical points. Besides them the centres of the sides of the hexagon II can be chief parametric umbilical points. Thus, the maximal number of chief parametric umbilical points is 12 for a periodic imbedding (1.1), and we have 1 < n < 6 and H = He = Pg. If (Hs,4>&, W^) denotes a parametrization with this chief parametric umbilical points, then the vertices of 11$ are transformed by <j > 6 to a single chief umbilical point of (1.1) on 5 2 . Together with the images of the 6 centres of the sides of He this makes 7 chief umbilical points of (1.1) on S 2 . Thus, 7 is the maximal number of chief umbilical points of a periodic imbedding (1.1). On the other hand, since the set (7.1) is non empty, it follows that (1.1) admits at least 2 chief umbilical points. This ends the proof. where C'j = fj(Cj), is not possible, b) In the definition of a periodic parametrization (P n ,<j> n , W n ), n > 1, we have assumed that P n is a bounded set. In this case the proof that the number of components of Z n C P n \ Pn is finite is simple; we avoid the consideration of special cases. This assumption is not necessary, Theorem 8.1 remains valid also, if we allow unbounded fundamental domains; below we describe examples with unbounded fundamental domains. is a periodic parametrization with 2 chief parametric umbilical points defined by the points "at infinity" of P\. Thus, S 2 admits in this case 2 chief umbilical points, b) If P3 is a bounded triangle and £(,£2>£3
are symmetries with respect to the centres of the sides of the triangle, then (P3,^>3,^3) is a periodic parametrization with 6 chief parametric umbilical points, and S 2 admits 4 chief umbilical points which correspond to the centres of the sides of the triangle and to the vertices of the triangle which are transformed by <j> 3 to a single chief umbilical point of S 2 . If the triangle is unbounded, i.e., if 2 sides are parallel rays whose origins are joined by the third side, and transforms the first ray onto the second and is a symmetry of E 2 with respect to the center of the bounded side, then (P2, <f>2, VV2) is a periodic parametrization with 4 chief parametric umbilical points, and S 2 admits 3 chief umbilical points which correspond to the vertex "at infinity", to the center of the bounded side and to the remainder 2 vertices of the triangle which are transformed by <f> 2 to a single chief umbilical point of S 2 . c) If P3 is a parallelogram and £(,£2
are symmetries with respect to the centres of 2 parallel sides of the parallelogram and ([ is a translation of one of the remainder sides onto the other, then (P3, W3) is a periodic parametrization with 6 chief parametric umbilical points, and S 2 admits 4 chief umbilical points; 2 correspond to the centres of 2 parallel sides and the 2 remainder we get from the 4 vertices of the parallelogram. If the parallelogram is a rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, then the periodic parametrization (P3,<^3, W3) can be considered as a parametrization of a non rotational ellipsoide. Another periodic parametrization in the case that P4 is a parallelogram we get, if we take symmetries £ -1',£25 £3»£4 with respect to the centres of the sides of the parallelogram. Then the periodic parametrization (P4, <^4, admits 8 chief parametric umbilical points, and 5 2 admits 5 chief umbilical points; 4 correspond to the centres of the sides of this parallelogram and the 5-th we get as the image by (j) i of the vertices of the parallelogram, d) id P4 is a pentagon presented in fig. 1 P c are symmetries with respect to the centres of the sides AB, CE, ED, where the length of EF is the half length of AD, then (P4, <^4, W4) is a periodic parametrization with 8 chief parametric umbilical points, and S 2 admits 5 chief umbilical points; the points A, B and C, E, D define 2 chief umbilical points on S 2 and the centres of the sides AB, CE, ED define the remainder 3 chief umbilical points on S 2 . e) In the case of a hexagon considered in the proof of Theorem 8.1 besides 12 chief umbilical points we can have also 10 chief parametric umbilical points such that 2 parallel sides of the hexagon are transformed =by ([ the first on the second. Then S 2 admits 6 chief umbilical points.
